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Summary 
 
The first-arrival traveltime tomography is an effective 
approach for imaging the near-surface structures. Although 
the traveltime-based inversion is generally efficient, it can 
be time-consuming if data are large. In this study, we 
improve the efficiency of traveltime tomography by 
simultaneously calculating the traveltimes of several 
sources as a group instead of a single source each time.  
These sources are selected with a reasonable spacing 
through jittered sampling scheme so that their first arrivals 
can be utilized in inversion. This effort could significantly 
save computation time when we employ a graph method 
for calculating the wavefront expansion with the use of 
Bucket algorithm but without any sorting involved. The 
Bucket algorithm allocates intervals for traveltimes in the 
velocity model allowing a slow linear increase of 
computation time with the wavefront grids. Synthetic and 
real data tests show 50% to 95% runtime saving to achieve 
the same results as inverting each single source separately. 
 
Introduction 
 
The first-arrival traveltime tomography is considered an 
efficient method for imaging the near-surface structures, 
particularly, when it is compared with the full waveform 
inversion (FWI). However, the rapid increase of seismic 
data size and the demand for low cost seismic data 
processing present a significant challenge today. In general, 
a more efficient geophysical method is required in oil and 
gas exploration. 
 
In this study, we develop a more efficient first-arrival 
traveltime tomography, which may be needed for imaging 
the near-surface velocity structures, offering the top 
complex model for subsurface depth imaging, or offering 
statics correction for data processing, or presenting an 
initial model for FWI. If a traveltime tomography method 
is highly efficient, it could also be used for helping refine 
the first breaks with calculated traveltimes, or correct any 
source and receiver position error.  
 
The first-arrival traveltime tomography includes the 
forward raytracing calculation and inversion (Zhang and 
Toksöz, 1998). Raytracing calculation could take a 
significant amount of time. The eikonal solver is a high-
speed wavefront calculation method (Vidale, 1988, 1990), 
but may suffer from caustics if the velocity contrast is 
large. The improvement over the eikonal solver by 
introducing a sorting algorithm applied to wavefront 

expansion can improve accuracy, but the cost increases 
(Podvin and Lecomte, 1991; Qin et al., 1992). Saito (1989) 
and Moser (1989) develop a graph method, which can be 
accurate in any velocity model with a higher order of ray 
graph template, however, the determination of the next 
secondary source point by sorting is time-consuming if the 
wavefront becomes large. Klimes and Kvasnicka (1994) 
further improve the graph method by introducing Bucket 
algorithm, an approach that places all of the current 
traveltimes into preset intervals. The interval size is the 
minimum time update in the graph template, and within 
each interval, grid traveltimes have no causal relationship. 
Thus, any grid point can serve as the next source point for 
wavefront expansion. This approach significantly improves 
the raytracing time, especially for a large wavefront. It 
motivates us to calculate multiple sources in a velocity 
model shooting at the same time with the approach, and we 
found that the computation time is significantly reduced. 
 
In this method, we first process the input traveltime picks 
and create multiple groups of traveltime data; each group 
consists of a number of shots with enough separation in 
source location to retain the deep refractions in the 
traveltimes. Then we perform a tomographic inversion 
with the groups of traveltimes as the input, and each group 
serves as one raytracing problem. The method is defined as 
Simultaneous Source Traveltime Tomography (SSTT) in 
this study. The idea is also related to the encoded FWI 
problem (Krebs et al., 2009), however, our traveltime 
problem is fundamentally different: we group the 
traveltime data without overlapping receivers so that there 
are no cross-talks at all in our merged data.  
 
The objective function of tomography 
 
Our traveltime tomographic inversion minimizes the 
following objective function: 
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where m represents the velocity model, d represents 
observed traveltime data (either from single sources or 
grouped sources), and G is the non-linear operator of the 
forward process that connects the calculating theoretical 
traveltime with the given model parameter m. The scalar α 
is a weighting parameter to balance data misfits and model 
regularization. The matrix L is a regularization operator. In 
order to minimize equation (1), the Gauss-Newton method 
is carried out in each iteration of tomographic inversion 
solving for model perturbation by conjugate gradient 
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method (Hestenes et al., 1952). Afterwards, the velocity 
model m updates iteratively starting from a given initial 
model.  
 
Simultaneous source raytracing 
 
Motivated by Bucket technique developed by Klimes and 
Kvasnicka (1994), we intend to modify Dijkstra’s 
algorithm (1959) and calculate the traveltimes of several 
sources within a group at the same time. In classical 
Dijkstra's algorithm, all the nodes can be divided into three 
classes: timed nodes, candidate nodes, and untimed nodes. 
At the initialization of raytracing, all of the sources within 
a group should be classed as candidate nodes and placed 
into the first interval. Accordingly, all the other nodes 
timed subsequently will be placed into the next intervals 
according to their traveltimes. By this means, all the 
sources in a group are connected with other nodes step by 
step.  
 

 
 
Figure 1: The pattern of wavefront expanding obtained from 
simultaneous-source raytracing. The smoothing multiple-layered 
model is applied for demonstration. (The red star represents the 
source.)   
 

 
 
Figure 2: A comparison of computational time for using Heap and 
Bucket algorithm in the minimum traveltime raytracing method on 
a single CPU. (Blue squares and green circles represent Heap and 
Bucket method, respectively.)  

 
Figure 1 illustrates a multiple sources case with three shots 
at the surface. A vital issue to search minimum traveltime 
from all candidate positions along the wavefront has been 
identified. The computational cost of sorting algorithm 
becomes considerably large as the several wavefronts from 
different sources join together. Consequently, the 
efficiency does not gain too much or even reduces when 
performing simultaneous source raytracing. However, the 
expanding wavefront exerts slight impact on Bucket 
algorithm (Klimes and Kvasnicka, 1994), which does not 
require any sorting process. Figure 2 shows the difference 
in computational time between Heap and Bucket 
algorithms in the minimum traveltime raytracing method 

on a single CPU. For easy description, the SSTT takes 
advantage of Bucket algorithm in the following text. 
 
Simultaneous source pattern 

 
The traveltime picks imported into inversion system should 
be divided into multiple groups suitable for simultaneous 
source raytracing. Nevertheless, how we select sources 
from observed data is a subject. A recent study about 
stochastic optimization has shown that sampling randomly 
performs better than sampling regularly in several classical 
mathematical issues, regarding the computational effort 
required for obtaining solutions of a given quality (Kim et 
al., 2015; Sun et al., 2018). However, for stochastic 
sampling scheme satisfying discrete random distribution, 
several sources with small interval in a group may lead to 
the loss of the deep refractions in traveltimes. On the other 
hand, regular sampling method produces simultaneous-
source data with the same maximum offset and therefore 
restricts the depth of imaging for tomography.  
 
Jittered sampling scheme (Hennenfent and Herrmann, 
2008) may be a better choice because it remedies the 
deficiency of regular sampling while preserving the 
beneficial properties of randomness. The main idea of this 
approach is to regularly decimate the sampling grids that 
should contain all of the sources and subsequently to select 
a source within each grid stochastically. Additionally, if a 
certain receiver has more than one traveltime in a single 
group, the smallest one will be selected, and others will be 
discarded entirely. Figure 3 shows the patterns of the 
simultaneous sources for these three sampling methods. 
 

 
 
Figure 3: A comparison of different source patterns. a) The regular 
sampling method. b) The stochastic sampling method. c) The 
jittered sampling method. (The red boxes show the regular 
sampling grids. The solid red star and blue triangle represent the 
sources and receivers which are selected respectively. The hollow 
red star is the sources which are unselected.)  

 
Synthetic data test 
 
As is illustrated in Figure 4a, there is the true model of the 
synthetic test, where the length is 30 km, and the depth is 
0.6 km. The model consists of 3000 (X) and 62 (Z) cells. 
The size of each cell in both X and Z coordinates is 10 m. 
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The number of sources and receivers are 200 and 580, 
respectively. Moreover, the spacing of shots is 140 m, 
which is three times as long as that of receivers for 
research purpose. A common spread of receivers is fixed 
and covers the whole surface area of the model. The 
synthetic traveltime data are generated through the 
conventional shortest path raytracing method. Figure 4b 
shows the inverted result with classical ray-based 
traveltime tomography experiencing 20 iterations, which 
should be regarded as a standard and utilized to evaluate 
the quality of subsequent inverted solutions. We test the 
regular sampling and the jittered sampling schemes in this 
study to determine which one is better for practical 
implementations. The observed traveltime data are divided 
into 20 groups and each group is built by extracting 10 
shots with the regular or the jittered scheme.  
 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4: The velocity models in the synthetic test. a) The true 
model. b) The inverted model using conventional tomography. c) 
The inverted model using SSTT with the regular sampling method. 
d) The inverted model using SSTT with the jittered sampling 
method. 

In SSTT, regular sampling scheme implies that uniformly 
spaced sources are utilized to form simultaneous-source 
data. For the jittered sampling scheme, the interval of 
adjacent sources is different but several shots cannot crowd 
together. The inversion parameters for the SSTT are 
consistent with the standard tomographic inversion. Figure 
5a and 5b display two pairs of groups in simultaneous-
source data obtained from the regular and the jittered 
sampling scheme, respectively. 
 

 

 
 
Figure 5: The traveltimes of the first and the last group in 
simultaneous-source data. a) The regular sampling method. b) The 
jittered sampling method. 

 
Figure 4c and 4d illustrate a comparison between the 
inverted models obtained by SSTT with the regular and the 
jittered sampling data, respectively. Either of them gives a 
satisfying approximated solution compared with the 
standard inverted result in general but the velocity model 
obtained by the jittered sampling scheme performs better 
in detail. However, the computational cost of the SSTT and 
the conventional tomography is significantly different. 
While it takes 1737 seconds when performing the 
traditional tomographic inversion, the time consuming for 
the SSTT is only about 88 seconds for either regular or 
jittered sampling scheme, which reduces computational 
time nearly 95%. In addition, the usage of memory is 
decreased because only a part of data is employed in the 
inversion system. Consequently, efficiency has increased 
without greatly decreasing the accuracy of inverted 
solution. 
 
Field data test 
 
We then apply the SSTT method to a real field dataset. 
Figure 6a shows the initial model of field data test built 
through generalized linear inversion (GLI) method, where 
the length is 35 km, and the depth is 1.28 km. The model 
consists of 1697 (X) and 64 (Z) cells. The size of each grid 
in both X and Z coordinates is 20 m. The number of source 
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and receiver are 558 and 1124, respectively. Therefore, 
there are about 100-250 receivers within a source. The 
spacing of shots is 60 m, and the receiver spacing is 30 m. 
The observed traveltime data are generated by manual 
picking. The iteration number of both schemes is set at 20. 
Similarly, other inversion parameters of the SSTT should 
be in correspondence with those in the conventional 
tomography. Moreover, according to the inverted solutions 
from the synthetic test, the jittered method should be a 
better choice and thus be applied to the SSTT method. The 
observed data are divide into 111 groups and each group 
consists of 5 shots. Figure 6b and 6c show the inverted 
results acquired by different approaches. Compared with 
the standard solution, similar results demonstrate a 
successful practical application of the SSTT method. 
Moreover, both time cost and memory usage of calculation 
have been decreased. The time consumed on the 
conventional tomography is 492 seconds, but the SSTT 
only requires 235 seconds with less memory usage as well.  
 

 

 

 
 
Figure 6: The velocity models in the field data test. a) The initial 
model. b) The inverted model obtained by the conventional 
tomography. c) The inverted model obtained by the SSTT method.  

 
Basically, the inverted velocity model generated by first-
arrival traveltime tomography is utilized to compute the 
long-wavelength statics. To further evaluate the 
performance of the SSTT method against the real case, we 
calculate long-wavelength statics for sources and receivers 
and show them in Figure 7a. The difference between the 
two approaches is also illustrated in Figure 7b. We observe 

a slight deviation between the two sets of long-wavelength 
statics, which is smaller than 1 sample (4 ms) and it is 
usually considered to be no effect for the subsequent data 
processing. Accordingly, we claim that the SSTT method 
reduces the computational cost on near-surface model 
building and avoids losing the accuracy of the solution 
simultaneously.  
 

 

 
 
Figure 7: The long-wavelength statics derived from the inverted 
models in field data test. a) The statics. (Red and blue line: shot 
and receiver statics based on the standard solution. Green and 
yellow line: shot and receiver statics based on the SSTT solution) 
b) The difference of statics. (Red line: the difference of statics for 
shots. Blue line: the difference of statics for receives). 

 
Conclusions 
 
We developed a new tomographic algorithm to speed up 
the inversion. This effort could save computational time by 
calculating traveltimes of several sources simultaneously. 
Bucket algorithm is also applied to the graph method, 
which improves raytracing and avoids a radical linear 
increase of computational time as wavefront expanding. To 
eliminate the disadvantages of the regular and the 
stochastic sampling methods, simultaneous-source data are 
generated by the jittered sampling scheme. Both synthetic 
and real data tests demonstrate that the efficiency of the 
tomographic inversion is increased by the proposed 
approach and without sacrificing the solution accuracy. 
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